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The posed problem,

As the institution of art has developed, systematic
biases have survived because they are embedded
into institutional practices. The art world remains
discriminatory and the art commodified, not able to
provide its public value. While contemporary artists
have tried to remove themselves and their work
from the gallery, they remain unsuccessful without
a new form of exhibition.

research questions and ● How does the contemporary art museum
physically and systematically balance being
a public building, a financial institution, and
a definer and preserver of culture?

● How does a new museum space respond to
the systemic inequalities and insensitivity of
the art world?

● What does the next generation of art
museum interiors look like (as the next step
in a chronological typology of museums
from the palace to the white cube, the
anti-museum, and so on)?

● In what ways can a museum evolve to be
more flexible, sustainable, and future proof?

design assignment in which
these result. M HKA, a contemporary art museum with roots in 

anarchitecture and the anti-museum, is moving to 
a new site, and with that comes the opportunity to 
address the art world and many points of tension 
within it. The institution wants to participate on an 
international level but keep its Flemish roots and 
identity. The site of their future location is also part 
of a larger urban transformation and the site of 
another building that is possible to redevelop.



Process
Method description

Throughout this project I will use a process of physical and digital modeling, along 
with iterative drawing, to develop a design proposal for a contemporary art museum 
that is resolved at all scales. My work will be informed by art and architecture 
focused literature and podcasts, accompanied by visits to a wide range of art 
museums in The Netherlands and Belgium. Additionally, case studies of numerous art 
museums completed through modeling, photography and drawing analysis will also 
contribute to my design.
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Reflection
1. What is the relation between your graduation (project) topic, the studio topic (if

applicable), your master track (A,U,BT,LA,MBE), and your master programme
(MSc AUBS)?

2. What is the relevance of your graduation work in the larger social, professional
and scientific framework.

This Interiors, Buildings, Cities graduation studio is addressing the museum from an
urban perspective to the details of a project. To do this successfully, I’m required  to
consider urbanism and building sciences simultaneously with architecture. The
“Multi-Museum” I am designing is a very large community building and will have a
large impact on the urban scale. Because of its scale, it is also important that it is
environmentally responsible, utilizing smart and sustainable systems. There are many
notable art museums around the world that have influenced the characteristics of art
space, so my design has a large body of precedents to gather my research from
within this master program. The studio topic of a contemporary art museum adds
another layer to the architecture as it is a public building with large cultural
significance. Ultimately, I hope to redefine the museum as a sustainable social space,
while displaying proof of critical thinking, innovative design, and technical knowledge
that will assist in my future career.




